Amy Meets Her Stepsister (The Critter Club)
Amy is excited to meet her new stepsister Chloe, but it turns out Chloe doesn’t feel the same way! Can Amy and Chloe get along? Amy’s mom and dad have been divorced for as long as Amy can remember, but nothing prepares Amy for the news she gets on a weekend visit to her dad’s house in Orange Blossom: Amy’s dad is remarrying! In addition to getting a stepmother, Amy will also be getting a stepsister her age named Chloe. As the girls spend more time together, Amy realizes that Chloe isn’t as nice as she appears to be in front of the grown-ups. Chloe plays pranks on Amy and is just downright mean to her. Amy worries that she’ll be stuck with this stinky stepsister for life. Will she and Chloe ever be friends? With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, The Critter Club chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.

**Synopsis**

Amy is excited to meet her new stepsister Chloe, but it turns out Chloe doesn’t feel the same way! Can Amy and Chloe get along? Amy’s mom and dad have been divorced for as long as Amy can remember, but nothing prepares Amy for the news she gets on a weekend visit to her dad’s house in Orange Blossom: Amy’s dad is remarrying! In addition to getting a stepmother, Amy will also be getting a stepsister her age named Chloe. As the girls spend more time together, Amy realizes that Chloe isn’t as nice as she appears to be in front of the grown-ups. Chloe plays pranks on Amy and is just downright mean to her. Amy worries that she’ll be stuck with this stinky stepsister for life. Will she and Chloe ever be friends? With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, The Critter Club chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
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**Customer Reviews**

My 5-year old reads well above her kindergarten level and we started reading the Critter Club after I was looking for chapter books that she would love. We enjoyed the first four books and this is the 5th installment to the series. We love this story and it’s also the first time my daughter had an
understanding of what divorce is.

A simple quick read with depth. Why depth? Amy was introduced to her stepsister, chloe, and despite being embarrassed by her for being dressed like a craze and was accused blatantly for ruining the cookies and so forth, Amy demonstrated her kind and magnanimous side and even went to her rescue when she was cornered by a Dalmatian and finally not only winning over Chloe but also resolved Chloe's predicament. A good book where the young reader learnt that patience and kindness win the day!

My daughter can't put The Critter Club series down. Note to Callie Barkley, huge thanks, now get back to work and write many more!

My 7 year old daughter loves this series and tears through them. I will continue to buy any series that keeps her engaged in reading and challenges her.

My 3rd grader loves this series! She's very hard to find books for (she doesn't love to read) but she can't put these books down.

My 8 year old has read this series of books by herself over and over. Totally in love with them.

this book is so good I won't to read the whole series I stay up and read the the critter club
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